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Supfire HL50 head flaslight
The Supfire HL50 compact headlamp is extremely handy and will prove itself in many situations. Fitted on an elastic strap, it fits perfectly
to any head and provides illumination up to 200m. You can choose one of four modes and use the flashlight even in the rain. Extremely
long battery life will allow for unlimited use in all conditions.
 
Long and wide range
The  built-in  zoom  allows  you  to  adjust  the  size  of  the  light  beam,  from  a  very  narrow  reflector-like  beam  to  a  wide  one,  which  can
illuminate a wide area. In addition, a very long range up to 200 m allows for practical use when you need high visibility in a dark room or
at night. The LED provides up to 150 lumens, which is quite enough, even in very dark places.
 
Longer activity
The lithium battery used in the flashlight can operate for up to 5 hours on a single charge, which is quite sufficient for many applications.
As soon as the battery drops to a low level, it will be indicated by a red light, and when connected to the charge, a blue light will indicate
that the battery is ready to work again. You can easily recharge the flashlight with a micro USB cable.
 
Select your own mode
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Four  predefined  modes  were  used  in  the  flashlight,  each  useful  in  a  different  situation.  Two  basic  ones:  strong  and  weak  light  will
probably be used most often depending on the need. You can also choose the strobe mode, and after holding the "on/off" button for 2
seconds, you will start the SOS mode, which is a steady flashing signal indicating that you need help.
 
For every occasion
You can use the flashlight in many different situations: fishing, mountain climbing, night running or tenting. Depending on your needs,
you can set the angle of the flashlight and its special design allows you to use it even in the rain. The comfortable elastic band will fit
every head and will not cause any discomfort even when worn for a long time.
 
Included:
Headlight
USB C cable
Model
HL50
Źródło światła
JIGNRUI XD
Moc znamionowa
3
Czas pracy
2-5h
Lumeny
150
Odporność na upadek (metry)
1
Rozmiar (mm)
80x60x40
Waga (g)
102
Wodoodporność
IP31
Max. odległość wiązki
200
Port ładowania
mikro USB
Pojemność akumulatora (mAh)
1200
Tryby oświetlenia
wysoki>Niski>Stroboskopowy
Materiał
ABS
Czas ładowania
160 min.
 
 

Price:

€ 6.00
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